
 

Highford Park Consultation Day Results 
Introduction 
Hexham Space for Nature held a consultation event on Saturday June 26th between 11am and 2pm 
on the southern of the two large open spaces at Highford Park 

Andy Lees, James Swabey, Huw Davies, Ariane Baty, Heather Cook and Sue Gavan were present for 
HS4N.  Northumberland County Council officers were invited but declined or were unavailable. 

The consultation concerned proposals (which had been agreed by Council officers) to introduce a 
rotational cut and bale management to the long grass areas in order to retain floristic diversity. 
There were also proposals to introduce one new mown path, to slightly reduce the footprint of the 
tree plantation and to infill this plantation with some missing shrub and fruit tree species.  These 
proposals were presented as maps. 

Results 
On the day we estimate that we had more than 80 visitors to the stall.  All the responses we had 
verbally to the proposals were positive, and these are backed up by the 58 questionnaire responses 
which were filled in at the time or returned later. 

The questionnaire is included in the appendix. There were two Yes/No questions.   

Question 1: Do you broadly support the proposals to change the mowing management to 
safeguard the future of wildflowers in the on the large open spaces Highford Park? 100% said YES 
 
Question 4: The larger, southern open space is protected through the Hexham Neighbourhood 
Plan. The smaller northern area is not, even though it is more floristically diverse.  Do you think the 
northern area should be similarly protected? 100% said YES 

 

Questionnaire Comments: 
In addition to the Yes/No questions we asked for proposals or suggestion that they would like to 
make either to HS4N or the County Council   These are presented below anonymously, and grouped 
by theme.  Our responses to the comments addressed to HS4N are also presented in red. 

 

  



 

Question 2: Do you have any additional proposals you would like to make to the County Council: 

We have commented on some of these in red.  All these comments have been passed to the County 
Council. 

1. Please ensure the trees on top of field is not taking the view away over the valley 
2. No – except please do not plant any more trees 
3. We do think it is important to ensure good manage the high number of oak trees on the 

higher section of the southern area. There are too many and they will obscure the view over 
time and take over the area.  There are too many and too close together. 

4. Manage height of trees and species planted 
5. Rotary infill to tree planting during Nov/Dec 2021 with Sam/Huw 
6. There is enough woodland on the current 2 sites 
7. No additional trees other than infill of scrub/fruit trees in areas where there are trees 

already. 

The questions above relate to the existing tree planting.  We agree that thought needs to be given to 
the views that will remain when the trees are grown, and that there is an over dominance of oak and 
canopy species in the mix at the moment.  Our proposals to the Council for infill with shrub and fruit 
trees will provide more species and structural diversity in the developing woodland.  We have also 
proposed removing one or two trees where they are straying into species-rich areas of the grassland.  
The shrub planting infill will take place this season with the help of the Rotary Club who planted 
some of the original trees.  We don’t believe there should be any more planting on these open 
spaces in the short term. 

Planting trees close together is not a problem, and will help develop more of a woodland feel more 
rapidly, but residents and the Council need to be aware that thinning and removal of trees within 
this developing woodland will eventually be necessary to create the right balance between species 
and, perhaps, to keep certain view open.   

8. When managing other green spaces around Highford Park, look to thin out laurel and similar 
and replace with more local species, evergreen or deciduous. 

9. Strategy for dealing with ash die-back and to replace different trees along ‘cuts’ on the 
estates 

10. Some self-seeded cherry trees might want thinning out – but it would be a shame for them 
to disappear altogether! 

11. Please manage the oak trees – ivy is causing real damage 
12. Manage self-seeded ash trees on northern space 

We can talk about these issues with NCC at our next site visit.  A strategy for ash replacement over 
time will be included in our Hexham Tree Strategy which we hope to publish early next year and 
which we hope will guide the Council’s tree replacement work in Hexham.   

The evidence is not clear cut as to whether ivy damages mature oak. Some would say it is part of the 
natural cycle on woodland edges and only occurs in mature trees.  The ivy provides a very valuable 
habitat for nesting birds and invertebrates.  We would not recommend its removal. 

13. Improve management of peripheral edge around the estate especially the hedge (old) to 
Highford Lane 

14. Do not mow behind Henderson Close, as it attracts dog walkers who do not clean up 



 

15. To cut back the verges along the hedges at Causey Lane it’s impossible to stand back for 
vehicles Some type of cycleway to be thought about 

16. The existing mown paths within these 2 sites need to be kept ‘as is’, plus new ‘less gradient’ 
path 

 

We will also raise these issues with the Council at our next meeting. 

17. Reduce/eliminate weed spraying. Far too widespread and looks awful 
18. No Mow May on grass verges – dandelions were lovely one minute then gone 
19. Seating on the top field and possibly dog waste bins 
20. Put some bins in the area for people to put their dog mess in 
21. Installation of a dog waste bin on the large field 
22. Maybe a bin for dog poo bags 
23. One or two seats. Dog wase bins. Viewing platform 
24. Provision of dedicated dog walking/bins/fenced area where dogs can be let off lead. 

Football/play area in southern field 
25. Seats benches would be nice 
26. Plant some fruit trees and shrubs. Some benches to sit on. A dog bin maybe 
27. Please can we have a bench on the southern entrance of the southern field (in a sunny spot 

with a view south [I think they mean north]. Also, one in the centre of the southern field 

We will leave these questions relating to street and verge management and bins and seats etc. to 
the Council to respond to 

28. Perhaps siting information boards on both fields by NCC so people know what they are 
looking at. 

This is something HS4N could consider in partnership with the Council if it is something the residents 
supported and if we could raise the funds 

29. Grazing animals would be great.  Bee hives would also be interesting. Seat/benches would 
be nice 

30. Think about grazing long term! 

We think this might be the most sustainable long-term solution, using a virtual GPS fence and cattle 
collars (currently being used at RSPB Geltsdale in Cumbria), and using the Flexigraze scheme run by 
Northumberland Wildlife Trust. However, we would need to do some careful consultation around 
this with residents and especially dog walkers before this could be considered. 

31. Make mown paths narrower 
32. Collect wildflower seeds from diverse area of north of Bishopton Way to seed into areas 

south of Bishopton Way 

It is possible that this kind of ‘green hay’ management could be incorporated in to one of the 
rotational cuts for the northern area.  We will discuss this with the Council. 

33. Maintain the area as proposed 
34. The Council to adopt this kind of management in more places in and around the town to 

increase biodiversity and general health of the area. 
35. No, it all seems good 
36. I agree with all the measures being taken 



 

37. More rewilding 
38. Maintain green areas 
39. Tree planting in appropriate places. No close mowing 
40. Please maintain these two areas in perpetuity 
41. Very happy with the current proposals and future proposals 

 

 

 

Question 3: Do you have any suggestions for projects for Hexham Space for Nature or for the 
residents of Highford Park? 

42. Can we replace the trees that were just taken down/felled around the estate?  
43. Use woodland trust tree offer to (re)plant along footpaths/roads on estate 
44. Some of the residential footpaths are becoming overhung with poorly managed shrubs, e.g. 

Bishopton Way, Enderby Drive to the Chase. Would be good if this could be tidied up.  Happy 
to help. 

45. Review self-seeded trees and manage to ensure no brutal demolition when they get unruly 

We will discuss these with the Council when we next meet. Some removal of self-seeded trees will 
be necessary in places 

46. I think it would be excellent to plant fruit trees, crab apples, hazels etc. As well as oak 
47. Check on the tree planting layout 

These are addressed by our proposals.  Thanks. 

48. Can we do anything to encourage more tawny owls around the periphery of the estate? 
Numbers seem to be decreasing in the last couple of years 

Without a survey it would be hard to know if there should be more owls nesting on the estate.  
Tawny owl territories are quite large (about half the size if the estate) to 2 or 3 pairs may be the 
maximum that it would hold.  There are probably enough mature trees to provide nesting holes, but 
if not a box or two might be erected.  It would be interesting to know what evidence there is for any 
decline. 

49. Can we nurture/grow plants for foraging? Elderflower, blackberries etc.  Can we cut ivy off 
the big trees around the estate? 

Elder, sloes and blackberries are quite common on the estate.  They would naturally grow where 
scrub is encroaching onto grassland.  A more dynamic management of the grassland using grazing 
animals might help ensure there is always some of this developing scrub. In the meantime we have 
plans to incorporate some fruit trees into the tree planting mix. 

See answer above about ivy removal. 

50. Bird boxes on trees 
51. Perhaps putting up bee/insect boxes to attract more bees and insects to the area. 

These are things which a residents’ group may wish to do on the estate with permission from the 
Council which we could seek at our next meeting. We would be happy to provide guidance. 



 

52. Once current proposals have been accepted by NCC and put into place it would be good to 
have smaller pockets of wildflower management in suitable places around the shelter belts 
on Highford Park. These perhaps could be tended by residents. 

53. More wild flowers 
54. More wildflowers 
55. Seed with yellow rattle to increase flower growth. 
56. Wildflower survey of both areas and management plan – residents group to be formed. 

We expect that wildflower diversity will increase as a result of a hay cutting regime (which is the 
subject of the proposal to the Council -now accepted).  Certainly, hay rattle might be considered as 
part of the process to increase diversity.  For it to work we may need to disturb the soil a bit.  In the 
absence of cattle that might mean a harrow or light rotovator in the autumn.  Either way we can 
discuss this with the Council.  

A survey is always a good idea before writing a management plan. A management plan would need 
to be joint between the land owners and managers and any local resident group that formed.  We 
would be happy to facilitate this work if a residents group were to form. 

57. Ensure that habitat is maintained for small birds. Each year there is a charm of goldfinches 
visiting the northern area – we need to identify the seed/food which brings them each late 
summer. I witnessed over 50 in one charm in 2020. 

That’s lovely to see.  Goldfinches love seeds from dandelions, thistles and, in particular, teasel.  The 
open spaces already provide these, and goldfinches will move through the area to find what they 
can and move on.  Goldfinches are one bird which is actually increasing quite rapidly in numbers in 
the UK, so we shouldn’t be making management decision based on the needs of this particular 
species. 

58. Activities for children to get involved 

We don’t currently have capacity to deliver children’s activities, but if there are any budding 
educationalists our there who would like to join our group and start them up, that would be great. 

59. ‘Sign up’ guided walks on both spaces to identify wildflowers and areas of particular interest 
60. I love the WhatsApp group we have for the area.  Maybe seasonal wildflower/plant walks for 

interested parties to learn more. 

We would like to do this, but again capacity (time) is limited.  Look out for a notice on our newsletter 
when we finally get round to doing these. 

61. Encourage people to look after the birds in their garden and publicise the fact that all birds, 
nests are protected and people who want to do more on their roofs etc. must wait until 
after the nesting season. Encourage people to keep their grass longer in their gardens 

62. Try to persuade Highford Residents to leave some of their lawns to go wild 
63.  

This is a good idea.  We will use our channels (newsletter, twitter, press, etc.,) to propagate these 
kinds of wildlife friendly messages.  Perhaps the residents WhatsApp group might do the same. 

64. Protection of footpath linking protected areas behind houses of oak, holly, ash, elm to create 
circular route in the neighborhood. Protect/Improve boggy pinch points (circles on the map)  



 

We can bring this up (footpath links) with the Council at our next meeting, but would want more 
details of the proposals really.  We can also raise the boggy entrance issue, but not sure what the 
solution is. 

65. The existing proposals are brilliant but it [HS4N] could lobby for the above [cutting of verges 
on Causey Lane)  

Thank-you. We can look at this, but we’re not sure the existing verge is wide enough to warrant a cut 
– it is more of a hedgerow bottom, and quite rich in hedgerow plants. 

66. Advertising the Highford Residents WhatsApp group 
67. Involve local residents at all stages 

We will try our best to involve residents as we go, but as volunteers we have limited amount of time 
to run consultation events.  We will communicate through our newsletter, and hopefully the 
WhatsApp group will help us make soundings from residents regularly. 

68. Just keep the green space!! 
69. Happy to volunteers. Have some wildflower seeds on offer 


